
Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 

33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to 

InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD 

women! 

11-13-14 Invention Conversations right now are far as the 

Nearby Stars... accurate diagnosis of dangers of the Sports 

Bar, 8 Huge Big Screen TV's. Nothing on to get a invention 

conversation started. 

11-13-14 Invention Conversations iApps... 

11-13-14 Invention Conversations, are their any in Jimmy 

Carters new book? “A Call to Action: Women, Religion, 

Violence and Power” 

President Jimmy Carter will be speaking at Battell Chapel on 

Tuesday, Dec. 2. 2014 

Greg will be at the Yale Med School getting "Body" work done 

that I put off since 1980, or should I say "Body" work put off 

by the 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators. I was sick as hell last 4 

days. Today I feel better and its a nice feeling not to be sick 

any more. Slept in my car 12 hours last night and the night 

before. Took 5K grams of Ester-C wow. Need Yale Laser 

Denture work as well, soon I hope as my upper dentures have 

as many broken off teeth as my real lower set of teeth do!! 

ASAP "1984 Observers". 

Thursday, November 13, 2014 2:57 PM
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11-13-14 Invention Conversations ... Remember 19K sWF have 

been murdered by drunk men every year since Jimmy was 

president! 

11-13-14 Invention Conversations... Greg would invent a way 

to lower this to Zero women murdered by drunk men when 

I'm President or should I say 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictator 

without Syphilis on the brain... grin! I know get them mad as 

Hell!! 

11-13-14 Invention Conversations... Greg would invent a way 

to lower this to Zero women murdered by drunk men when 

I'm President or 1984 II Dictator!! 

11-13-14 Invention Conversations... I would call a General 

Mobilization of the Pentagon... as they have never lost 19K 

men killed in one year and the 19K is low ball as Mary 

Kennedy has not been counted as Murdered by Robert 

Kennedy Jr. even though she was murdered!! 

11-13-14 Invention Conversations... I would call up 

Homeland Security - Put them in the living rooms of a 

million women who are on the edge of being murdered... OJ 

wives are first!! 

11-13-14 Invention Conversations ... Other books written by 

Carter include “White House Diary” and “Our Endangered 

Values: America’s Moral Crisis. 

11-13-14 Invention Conversations right now are far as the 

Nearby Stars... Change the lifestyle of a Billion People to 

Invention Conversations; right! 

11-13-14 Invention Conversations right now are far as the 

Nearby Stars... interfered with the "Start of Star Travels" War, 

Suppression of the 1980 ElectricWindmillCar invention. Laser 

Guided state of the Arts technology from 1980 to 2014 was 
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Guided state of the Arts technology from 1980 to 2014 was 

lost to Shock + Awe War! 

11-13-14 Invention Conversations right now are far as the 

Nearby Stars... being able to form distinct associative 

memories and act on them gets you one invention project 

after another. Serendipity 

11-13-14 Invention Conversations right now are far as the 

Nearby Stars... 

11-13-14 Invention Conversations right now... Wives as your 

conscience, Rosalynn born in 1946. Greg was born in 1947 at 

Yale Med School Hospital in New Haven!! 

11-13-14 Invention Conversations right now... Wives as your 

conscience, Rosalynn knows what Gasoline Exhaust is. 

Rosalynn can name the poison chemicals in gasoline. 

Strange Quarks in Rosalynn's Judgement when she first 

learned about the ElectricWindmillCar invention in 1980. I 

would like to know who informed her, Jimmy or Teddy 

Kennedy? 

11-13-14 Invention Conversations right now... Wives as your 

conscience, if they believe soul-mates are possible because of 

the size of the Universe 777 Trillion Galaxies and 1 near by 

star Proxima will burn its H for 4 trillion years then bet on 

God and Greg to pull off a successful Coup on $777 Trillion in 

BP Oil, looking back in British History Queen Elizabeth was 

the Mastermind to Princes Di murder over a Moslem MD. 

Today Jimmy + Rosalynn are the Masterminds of Holocaust 

II and they finally realize it. As all the Georgia Childrens 

Hospitals are full of kids with cancer and birth defects 

caused by the poison chemicals in gasoline. Cruise Ships 

Jimmy Carter takes the family on all the time coat the kids 

area with poison deiseal particles Jimmy + Rosalynn never 

though about until now. George kids who ride the MacBook 
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though about until now. George kids who ride the MacBook 

Air Ride School Bush will be able to spell and pronounce all 

the Deiseal chemicals that land on the Cruise Ships. 

11-13-14 Secretary and Vice President for Student Life 

Kimberly Goff-Crews and Yale Center for the Study of 

Globalization - President Jimmy Carter will be speaking at 

Battell Chapel on Tuesday, Dec. 2. 

11-13-14 Complimentary Conversations about Greg's POW 

status + MIA status far as having a conversation with a wife 

about 1,001 invention projects today in Key West. 

11-13-14 Oh, the new Starbucks is open with no "Window 

Service" stupid criminals well sort of. Lots of plugs for the 

notebooks and iPhone's but no wifi I had to stand on the 

corner outside on Duval and Fleming to get connected. So I 

came to Westin Mallory Dock and got on to Key West Wife. 

Hard to see the mouse in the shade. Majesty of the Sea is 

Docked here now! 

11-13-14 Honorable Jimmy Carter, 39th President of the 

United States, will visit Yale on Tuesday, December 2, 2014 

11-13-14 Though the exact content of the talk has yet to be 

announced, Carter is slated to discuss his newest book, “A 

Call to Action: Women, Religion, Violence and Power,” 2002 

Nobel Peace Prize. Other books written by Carter include 

“White House Diary” and “Our Endangered Values: 

America’s Moral Crisis.” 

11-13-14 

11-13-14 Invention Conversations right now are far as the 
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11-13-14 Invention Conversations right now are far as the 

Nearby Stars... 

11-13-14 Invention Conversations right now are far as the 

Nearby Stars... 

11-13-14 Invention Conversations right now are far as the 

Nearby Stars... 

11-13-14 Invention Conversations right now are far as the 

Nearby Stars... 

11-12-14 Change of life styles + the possibility of 1,001 Nobels 

in Medicine every Year! 

11-12-14 Death and the possibility of the afterlife! 

11-12-14 Death and the possibility of the afterlife! 

11-12-14 Death and the possibility of the afterlife! Change of 

life styles + the possibility of 1,001 Nobels in Medicine every 

Year! 

11-12-14 "War Crimes" "Did MF-bombs ruin The Concert for 

Valor?" "Happy Motherf---ing Veterans Day!" shouted Eminem 

into the microphone at Tuesday's Concert for Valor. Whoa. 

The rapper was the closing act... 

11-12-14 "Rape + War Crimes" by Black Rappers are a gov. 

perk for $777 Trillion in BP Oil $$$ Closing act on OJ Clones, 

Cosby Clones, Black Man in the Cubic next to yours at the 

Pentagon or GE or NY Times... MF is all they know in want to 

say to start a conversation. Rappers will be Sucker Punched 

with a change of life style the iPhone007 will have a iapp for 

their Arrest Video with audio! 

11-12-14 Yale Alumni call for revoking of degrees since the 

1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar because this 

suppression is the cause of the worst Holocaust in History, 

Poison Gasoline Exhaust Genocide by Yale Alumni profiting 
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Poison Gasoline Exhaust Genocide by Yale Alumni profiting 

of $1 Trillion not $1 Billion... Hillary could have $15 

Trillion in a Swiss Bank! 

11-12-14 "War Crimes" via $777 Trillion in oil money. The 

Possibility of a New French Revolution to go with the 

Possibility of a New Manhattan Project for the Rx Cure of 

Breast Cancer. 

11-11-14 Mormon Wives today with Breast Cancer want a Rx 

Godsent Cure while the Top Brass at the Mormon's want $777 

Trillion in oil revenues! Mormon Top Brass like the Pope took 

$10 Billion in BP Oil Bribes! 

MacBook Air School Bus ride with the next generation who 

get 1,001 Nobel's a Year in Medicine. Start to Star Travels 52 

Pick up is 52 Nearest Stars Memorized!! Is it safe to 

microwave food in plastic? Scientists have the Microwave II 

invention project on their MacBook Pro, you too can work to 

invent the next generation of Microwave's feature One is an 

iApp on your iPhone6 Plus. 
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11-12-14 "War Crimes" by Schmidheiny - asbestos-related 

deaths of over 2,000 people in Italy 

11-12-14 "War Crimes" by China "Poison Gasoline Exhaust 

deaths of over 2K a "Day"!! 

11-12-14 Yale Alumni call for revoking of Schmidheiny 

degree!! 

11-12-14 "War Crimes" by Light Photons in Physics and the 

way "H" is burned by Proxima Shine light on the legacy Bush, 

+ father will leave behind. Yale Alumni are "Stupid 

Criminals" they of all people know Yale History Department 

has all the "Top Secret" files which are public today on 

everyone, including Henry the VIII. 

11-12-14 Death and the possibility of the afterlife! 

11-12-14 Death and the possibility of the afterlife! Change of 

life styles + the possibility of 1,001 Nobels in Medicine every 

Year! 

11-12-14 Death and the possibility of the afterlife! 

11-12-14 Hydrogen fuel at Proxima Centauri's core through 

convection lets it shine for 4 Trillion more years... I tell all 

the Key West tourists this is my 1 Trillionth Sun Set and it gets 

them thinking about the Possibility of the after life! 

11-12-14 Proxima Centauri's mass is about an eighth of the 

Sun's, and its average density is about 40 times that of the 

Sun.The mixing of the fuel at Proxima Centauri's core 

through convection and the star's relatively low energy-

production rate suggest that it will be a main-sequence star 

for another four trillion years,[18] or nearly 300 times the 
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for another four trillion years,[18] or nearly 300 times the 

current age of the universe.[19] 

11-12-14 By The Yale Daily News Yesterday, George W. Bush 

’68 published “41: A Portrait of My Father,” providing an 

intimate peek into the life of fellow former president and 

Yalie George H.W. Bush ’48. In an event promoting the 

biography, the younger Bush opened up about his 

relationship with 41, hoping to shed light on the legacy his 

father will leave behind. 

11-12-14 Death and the possibility of the afterlife! 

11-12-14 Death and the possibility of the afterlife! Change of 

life styles + the possibility of 1,001 Nobels in Medicine every 

Year! 

11-12-14 Death and the possibility of the afterlife! 

11-12-14 Death and the possibility of the afterlife! Bush on 

his death bed in his hippocampus a Hollywood Movie of his 

life in seconds. Both Bush men abused their Prostitutes in 

New Haven going to Yale as Elite Ivy League Men. iPhone007 

+ will be able to record the next generation of Yale + 

Harvard men abusing Prostitutes. This started the Bush Men 

on a life of sex for money, SWF for Saudi Sex Slaves. Which I 

bet are on someone's SSD in Mecca! CIA might have a few 

Saudi Sex Slave YouTube videos too. 

11-12-14 Eight individuals, including Schmidheiny, 

received honorary degrees in 1996, including the 

distinguished neurosurgeon Benjamin Carson ’73, 

songwriter Paul Simon and jurist Richard Posner ’59. 

11-12-14 Death and the possibility of the afterlife! Yale 

awarded Swiss billionaire Stephan Schmidheiny an 

honorary degree, dozens of alumni are calling for the 

University to rescind its highest honor. A Swiss industrial 
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University to rescind its highest honor. A Swiss industrial 

magnate whose fortune has been measured at around $3.3 

billion by Forbes, Schmidheiny was the former owner of the 

construction firm Eternit. In February 2012, he was 

convicted and sentenced to 18 years of jail for negligence 

that led to the asbestos-related deaths of over 2,000 people in 

Italy. 

11-12-14 Yale Alumni call for revoking of Schmidheiny 

degree!! 

11-12-14 Death and the possibility of the afterlife! 

11-12-14 

11-11-14 Wives of Veterans want "Breast Cancer Rx Cure Day" 

to replace "Veterans Day" and to bury 40K women who will 

die from BC in 2014 at Arlington National Cemetery! 1984 II 

women, many of them want Greg to start Brainstorming a 

Cure but 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators will not Pardon Greg. 

Kerry, McCain, Bush, Hillary... would rather let 40K women 

die from BC in 2014. 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat will arrest them 

for "War Crimes". 

11-11-14 Beijing Wang Rongrong is married, but each year 

she eagerly looks forward to China's “Singles Day.” not 

"InventSomething Day" from the Top Brass in Beijing selling 

poison gasoline exhaust to her. 

11-11-14 Wives of Veterans Today with Breast Cancer want a 

Godsent Rx Cure not $777 Trillion more in Oil $$$ 

11-11-14 More Wives of Veterans died from Breast Cancer... 

40K every year since 1980...This is more Than Vets killed in 

all Wars! 
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11-11-14 VA, VFW, + BP Oil are planing WW III. VA, VFW for 

more vets, BP oil for more $777 Trillions in Oil 

11-11-14 Iraq War Veterans Sue Pentagon for giving Mecca + 

Allah $777 Trillion in $4 gas and giving the Vets "Poison 

Gasoline Exhaust" in all major cities world wide. Saint Jude 

Childrens Hospital for Cancer! 

11-11-14 Iraq War Veterans Sue Major Banks For Allegedly 

Processing Payments Used In ... Huffington Post Veterans say 

big European banks processed Iranian payments used in 

roadside bombings in shootings. Same Swiss Banks Hitler 

used Jews put their $77 Trillion in BP Oil Kickbacks for 

suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar Era of 1,001 Nobels in 

Medicine a Year and a 155 Story Yale Paris Med School on a 

Eiffel Tower Base. 

11-11-14 "War on Cancer" Pentagon + 1984 II Numb Nuts 

started another war in Syria instead of the "New Manhattan 

Project for the Rx Cure of Breast Cancer" $1 Trillion from the 

$777 Trillion "War Chest" the Pentagon has from $4 gas. 

11-11-14 Axberg succumbed to pancreatic cancer -- a battle 

that not only ravaged his body, but also consumed his and 

his wife's finances. Today, Mary Axberg is facing foreclosure. 

11-11-14 Mormon Wives today with Breast Cancer want a Rx 

Godsent Cure while the Top Brass at the Mormon's want $777 

Trillion in oil revenues! Mormon Top Brass like the Pope took 

$10 Billion in BP 

From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/> 
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